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Wireless LANs: Implementing Interoperable Networks

Copyright © 1999 by Macmillan Technical Publishing

FIRST EDITION

All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmit-

ted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including

photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval sys-

tem, without written permission from the publisher, except for the

inclusion ofbrief quotations in a review.

International Standard BookLNumber: 1~57870—O81—7

Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 98-85498

200100 99 98 4 3 21

Interpretation of the printing code: The rightmost double—digit number

is the year of the book’s printing; the rightmost single—digit, the number

of the book’s printing. For example, the printing code 98-1 shows that

the first printing of the book occurred in l998.

Composed in Bergamo and MCPdigital by Macmillan Computer Publishing

Printed in the United States qfAmerica

Trademark Acknowledgments

All terms mentioned in this book that are known to be trademarks or

service marks have been appropriately capitalized. Macmillan Technical

Publishing cannot attest to the accuracy of this information. Use of a

term in this book should not be regarded as affecting the validity of any
trademark or service mark.

Warning and Disclaimer

This book is designed to provide information about wireless LAN tech-

nology. Every effort has been made to make this book as complete and as

accurate as possible, but no warranty or fitness is implied.

The information is provided on an as—is basis. The authors and

Macmillan Technical Publishing shall have neither liability nor responsi-

bility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damages arising
from the information contained in this book or from the use of the discs

or programs that may accompany it.

Feedback Information

At Macmillan Technical Publishing, our goal is to create in—depth techni-

cal books of the highest quality and value. Each book is crafted with care

and precision, undergoing rigorous development that involves the unique

expertise ofmembers from the professional technical community.

Readers’ feedback is a natural continuation of this process. Ifyou have

any comments regarding how we could improve the quality of this book,

or otherwise alter it to better suit your needs, you can contact us at

networktecii@mcp.com. Please make sure to include the book title and

ISBN in your message.

We greatly appreciate your assistance.
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About the Author

Jiln Geier is an internationally known consultant, author, and speaker on wireless

LAN technologies and implementation strategies. He is currently the director of

Network and Software Systems at Monarch Marking Systems, an international leader

in providing bar code system solutions. Jim’s department develops wireless system

tools and application software for companies and organizations worldwide.

Jim is the author of Wireless Networking Handbook (1996, New Riders Publishing) and

Network Reengineering (1996, McGraw-Hill), as well as numerous articles in leading

publications, including Network Magazine and Byte. has instructed courses inter-

nationally on c0mputer—related topics, including wireless networking, software devel-

opment, and project management, for George Waslungton University and

Technology Training Corporation. He speaks regularly at conferences and

tradeshows held throughout the world.

Jim served as chairman of the Institute ofElectrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)

Computer Society, Dayton Section, and chairman of the IEEE International

Conference on Wi.reless LAN Implementation. He was an active member of the

IEEE 802.11 working group, responsible for developing international standards for
wireless LANS.

Jim’s past 20 years of experience include a Variety of consulting and management

positions. At Wright—Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio,Jim managed the design and

operational support of numerous LANS and a wide area network that supports over

10,000 users. For the base, he evaluated the effectiveness ofwireless network tech-

nologies for use in mobile and portable office environments. He led the development

of a tool to aid engineers in the installation ofwireless networks and evaluated com-

mercial network technologies for use with U.S. government mobile sensor systems.

He was the principal investigator for a small business innovative research grant to

develop an automated software tool that assists engineers in planning, upgrading, and

maintaining information systems. He managed a test team responsible for testing

computer networks throughout the world. He has developed corporate information

system standards for companies migrating from mainframe to client/server systems.

Jim holds a B.S. degree from California State University, Sacramento, and an M.S.

degree from Air Force Institute of Technology, both in electrical engineering with

emphasis in computer networks. As part of his master’s thesis, he developed and

implemented an adaptive automatic routing algorithm for a worldwide packet radio
network.’

Jim’s hobbies include sailing and amateur radio (KCSKQH). He resides with his wife

and four sons in Yellow Springs, Ohio. You can reach him at jimgeie-r*@ao1 .com.
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